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On ti bâ 'e of the theory wath U(3) x U(3) symmetric chirel

iKigrancian allowing to establish the properties c,i the t-vo-

-quark scalar masons, it is shown, that the ezalex resonances

% (980) anrt /Г (1240) may be treated as th« p-wave states of

qq
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1 • I n t r o d u c t i o n

The question of nature of the scalar resonances is

being discussed for a long time ' * '. If atoral aspiration tc

classify the light scalar resonances on a beее of the simplest

two-quark scheme had run to difficulties '-••' and, as a

result, the idea to consider these resonanceз as the bo-iort

states of a more complicated four-querV eybtan 5*q' was

proposed ' . But this idee ПАЯ also shortcoming, because -she

strange 0
+
 meson in the зепезда **' сапе out lighter than the

isovector one.

A naive approach to determination of messes cl ecaDar

mesons in the frame of two-quark scheme has also led to

spectrum diaagreing with mass spectri'm cf the acclar resonrmcee

77/
(see the Review ' " ) , But jfor prediction of tha prapertisa

of t»7o-quart 0'
1
" jcesons one can use a more perfect method, based

on employment of the U(j») x U(3) symmetric chiral effective

Lagrangian of the system of 0* and 0" isesons.

In this theory the scalar and pseudoacalar fields turn

iato each other under chiral transformations, that «ike Xt

possible to establish scue properties cf О"*" иеяопя ueing cnJy

data on properties of 0" meaona. Besidea, if C~ гласим fcr*

considered as the two-quark objects, one can assert definitely
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th&t established properties of O
+
 mesons will be exactly the

properties of two-quark mesons. It follows from the fact

that the pseudosealar states turn into scalar states under

ohiral transformations, and these transformations do not

change the number of quarks.

Preference of describing the existing scalar resonances

in terufl of the two-quark scheme in comparison with a describing

them in the frame of four-quark scheme has more weighty rfaeons

than the considerations of simplicity. Pirstly, the scalar

mesons cf U(3) x U(3) symmetric theory, being the chiral

partners of the pseudosealar mesons, do It possible to realise

In practice 7(3) x 0(3) symmetry of the fundamental Lagrangian

of quantum chroraodynamics (OCX». Secondly, an Interaction

of 0* and 0" mesons In the theory with the chiral Lagrangian

is arranged 1л such a way, that the amplitudes of interaction

of pee-idooceXar mesons turn to zero in limit of zero momenta

and алане* of 0" mesons. This property of amplitudes follows

fro* the general relations of PCAC and algebra of currents.

tor th# four-quark 0
+
 mesons it le not known if their

contributions to the amplitudes of intoraotion of 0"шевопв

satisfy the above requirement.

An employment of the U<3) x U(3) symmetric model of

ohiral Lagrangi&n for dotermination of the properties of 0
+

тототш is not innovation. Levy '*' has already used this

B»ethod, but in his paper the masses of 0
+
 and 0" mesons had been

expressed trough the same sot of parameters. For this reason

the m&sses of 0* end 0" me«one equally turn into «его in limit

of «его maaeod of the quarks.

Aocovding to modern point of view the pseudoscalar mesons

alont aubt рочоее such property.
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For this reason in present paper we shall use the model

of a chiral Lagrangian with a two-step mechanism of breaking

the symmetry arranged in such a way, that spontaneous breaking

one U(3) group of U(3) x U(3) group symmetry gives the masses

to the scalar mesons only* At this step the pseudoecalar

mesons remain masslees. They acquire masses at the next step,

when a hard breaking last symmetry group is introduced by

q^uark masses terms in the Lagrangian.

Such model was developed in Refs. ' • , but it was

used only for the evaluation of amplitudes of interaction

of 0~ mesons. The 0
+
 mesons were removed from the model by

formal sending their masses to infinity.

A study of the properties of 0
+
 mesons in the framework

/12/
of the model of this kind was undertaken 5л ref. ' , where

a nonlinear realization of a chiral symmetry had been used.

/12/

The formulae received in Ref. ' ', did it possible to establish

the mass difference between isovector scales meson and strange

one and to establish the width of decay of the scalar mesons,,

In present paper we use more symmetric representation of

the matrix of 0
+
 and 0~ fields allowing to evaluate not only

maas differences for 0
+
 mesons,but the uiasees theas«lv«e Besides,

in this work we shall take into account the corrections to

the three meson vertex, arising from break of SU(3) symmetry.

Obese corrections lead to considerable change of couplings of

the scalar mesons to some channels of decay.

This paper contains one more important result. More de-

tailed comparison of the properties of the scalar mesons

with the properties of tha scalar resonances gave rise to

interpret the strange scalar resonance Л (1240)

a two-quark object.
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The outline of the paper is аз follows. In the next

Section it is shown how the model of the effective chiral

Lagrangiaa used if Ref. '
1 0
'

1 1
' for description of 0~~

mesons con be applied for description of 0* mesons as well.

Then we present the formulae which make it possible to evaluate

the mass spectrum of 0
+
 mesons using data on maae spectrum of

0** mesons and data on some other properties of 0~meaons.

In Section 3 we shall get the values of partial widths of

decay of two-quark scalar mesons into two pseudoscalar mesons

and compare them with data on widths of the scalar resonances.

Section 4 contains the conslusions on the n&ture of some

scalar resonances.

2. T h e c h i r a l L a g r a n g i a n o f t h e

s y s t e m o f 0
+
 a n d 0~ m e s o n s

The 0(3) x U(3) symmetry of the original Lagrangian is

the main property of QCD. The sy3tem of nine scalar and nine

pseudoscelar mesons presents an ideal object for realization of

such a symmetry.

The U(3) x U(3) symmetric lagrangian of 0
+
 and 0" neaons

may be written in terras of the matrix U

constructed from 0* and 0" fields <2£ ̂ ̂  with the aid of matri

ces

where •* and ^4 *** unit matrix and G«ll-lfann*a matrices

r*ap«otiT«ly» The Lagrangian has fora' *



Z
The potential part "V is a polynomial, constructed from

ъ/ггггУ, (ъ/гпгу)) Kfpv+rvy «* „о оа. я»
Lagrangian <£, is invariant under a chiral transformation

(4)

where Q and P are unitery natricea.

The transformation is the ваше one as for the product

^ (?£ urtiich is a linear superposition of soalex and pseu-

doscalar combinations of quark and antiquark fields. In QCD

the left and right components of quark field transform in-

dependently:

„a ^ '-P

As it will be seen lately, for the description of mass

spectrum of mesons, it ia sufficient to take the potential

in the simplest form

y
which reproduce one more property of wd>, namely, the exis-

tence of non-zero raeuum expectation values (т.в.т) for come

quantities. Due to non-rero т.в.т. the scalar mesons acquire

their masses eren if the quarks are nassless.

It follows from (5), that <^б;>« A and, as a con-

sequence,
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It should be mentioned that the first member of potential

(5) produces a maee difference between 30(3) ieoeinglet meeon

and шевопв of octet. So, it resolves the so called U(1) problem

in 0* mesons sector and we shall put 6 A 0, because it ie not

known a priori if this problem needs solving or not.

The existence of non-aero v.e.v. of field &~
o
 leads to

breaking only one of two U(3) symmetry groups of origi-

nal U(3) x U(3) symmetry of the lograngian <Z
O
 . For this

reason the psoudoscalar mesons remain massless. In QCD the

masses of 0" mesons arise due to hard breaking last symmetry

group by introduction of quark mess terms in the Legrangian of

QCtfi

She same breaking the last symmetry group have to be intro-

duced in tiie chiral Lagrengian by adding a new term

le << h»s a diraension / ^ V , and the transformation pro

perties of the above eapreeeion coincide with ones of a<

the only condidate эп the role of necessary dimensional

factor io the v.e.v. of ifC/ • Thus,

If we shall take for simplicity

(7)



end «rite H in the form

J3

we discover that the field <5^ also acquired a non-zero v.e.v,

A. minimisation in the theory with the Lagrangian

leads (in linear approximation ir. #>» ) to result:

>= A + * (">

<4>
=
 f 2

But specific form of К&*У ead ^<5~
g
) will not be necessary

for ue in future. It will be iaportent only that the condition

/<%>/«/<&•'>/ » У Ъе realized in the theory, that

Is, a violation of the SU(3) eysnetry ia small»

к difference between true value of (^У and A leads

to the difference of mass of 0"* mesons from zero* But this

difference turns out to be unsufficient for explanation of

large mass of the fy' meson* The resolving tnia U(1"

problem in the framework of the chiral theory had been ob-

tained in the Ref. /
1 0
»

1 1
' atd it conelcted 1л addition of a

new term to the Lagrangian (9):

(10)

So, the total LagrangiAn is

(ID
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where «<^ is determined by the formula (3) with Д

defined according to the formula (5)* Л <Z and &£ are

given by formulae (6) and (to).

Introducing the notation

one can get the next expression for the masses of 0" and 0+

mesons; t

О

ftyg

f

1

О

-k
о

zvz

where

X

(13)

К
<
4

i

\

1

О

,y
"i
-1

0

4
 1

г

/*£*

(H)

and /S^# will be determined further (see the formula (30)).
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The #1 and fa are amplitude* of transition»

^ <•* T
t
 and © ; «_• 6} » mining ^ « "

ь
 ^

<5-
o
 with (3^ .

A diagonalization of the шавв matrix of 0' meson* can be

achieved by replacement of the states TT
O
 and "%$ by the

physical ones

Cos &j +~ff~
t
 s.» &2

The parameter £ can be determined from equations for

isovector and strange axial current*, in our model:

from which, it follows, that

- /У- т)/?'+О = % (18)

From the other hand

where Cf ~ ccs oy
 t

 £, ssetas A t- S^» St/» &f and

&. - are the mi.x1.ng angles in the six-quark scheme of the

electroweak interaction.

According to the formulae (13) and (14) the mass** of 6J

and (5̂ . can be evelaevedjthrough the тмштш at 37" and

A aeaone and parame-ter В :
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'2#-/J (20)

The Table presents the existing experimental data

on a value of R and the values of ^g- and #?— predic-

ted by our model.

At
# =1,176 (22)

/r>- -981 itoV (23)

/^.y. -1233 MeV (24)

it S • 1.176 the parameter £ « - 0.105. Such a value

ot £ is in accordance with small violation of SU(3) symmetry

in the strong interactions.

Ibe expressions for masses of (5"1 and <5~o are of the

form

( 2 5 )

At R - 1.176

< 2 7 )

However, the тавчвв of the physical scalar mesons will be dif-

ferent from the values (26) so far ее с mixing cf G"
o
 and <o

takes place and besides» a mixing of these states with the

scalar gluonlun takes place too.
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3. T h e p a r t i a l w i d t h s o f t h e

s c a l a r a e s o n a

i. decay of the scalar meson 6^ into two pseudoscr-lar

aesons JTg and JTC i s the main mode of <5" decay.

tea. amplitude of decay i s determined by the part of Lagranglu

given by the formulae (5) end (10) .

Evaluating the amplitude осе must take into account

that

where

y-'-/?<r i ^ 6 - > ^ 7 " i

Therefore

where

At cf » -0.105 Л'в* - 0,6342 0*V2.

The effective Lagrangian of the trflnsitiop <5~A •*

i s of the fora
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* /****

Г 5".

With tho exception of tho pareunotor л all

in tbe Laerar^ian (3?j can be expressed through the known

quentit'ee. From ihe forroulee (13) and ( H ) it followe that

( 3 2 )
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aad a value of 1 6 ; ) nay b« determined from eoapariaon of the

amplitude of JTJT acattering calculated 1л cur sedel with
/18/the known expreaaion for thla amplitude ' °'

She amplitude of J?& acattering in our aodel la deter-

mined by a aim of tba diagrama of Pig. 1. I t haa the font

(33) with the factor S/ft&tffl+G)/ inatead of the

factor (2?£)~f . Therefore

(34)

the width of decay <3T, into diatlnst eesona 7Tg and '<

ia defined by the foranla

*- 2(mit*/V + О"л^с)к
 C35>

where о - ia a constant in the Lagrangian

Am the widths of the aealar шеаопа tun» out to be large^

we shall alao uae the tern "width at aoaw energy"* Ома

in the foxnula (35) auat be replaced by (?$) «

ВС

The scalar partner of 37 жшаа the aeao» <3TL wi«»

the coxponenta

decays into channel ЬЖ. y'jr . 4 ^ « fb» baazasKtan
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(31) gives the печьх coupling constant

(37)

where &j, ie the icizlDg angle defined by the formula

At <f - -0.105 and &£ - -10° /15/

}#-Х* - -4.546 GeV

*" ? - -4.817 OeV (38)

V" * ' - 0.024

and

It follows from the last equation that the 8UO) viola-

tion result* in significant change of r as compared with it'*

value r <* 3/2, predicted by unbroken S0(3) syanetry. The coupling

of <3^- aeson to f'w turns out to be very small.

Can one identify the &•? raescu with the scalar

resonance $ (980)? The table» of PDG ^
1 5 /
 give for a

width of the S" meson the value /£ - 54 + ? UeV, which

has been obtained from data '1^' on the process
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j w' (403
/

/20 °1/
But as it was noticed in Refs. ' ' ' the narrow

peak in this reaction does not necessarily imply that the

underlying resonance is narrow. The narrowness of bW peak

at large true width of 5" resonance would be a result of

strong influence of the /C% channel on mass diatribution

of pw .
It has been shown by Pla^te ' ' that data '1^- nay be

described at /g • 300 JfeV, if the ratio 2 defined by

the equation (39) satisfies to condition 2 > 1.5. However,

analysing the same data in more wide region of

Irving has come to conclusion that for /f = 300 MeV

better J( result can be obtained if Z< 1 (see the

solution No 5 in Table 1 of Rof. /'21/' ).

The best fit in Ref. ̂ ?A^ was achieved with / f » 51

MeV. But such small value of width disagrees with the results

of recent experiment ' ' on study of the effects of S"

meson in the process

(41)

On a base of statistics by an order of magnitude more than

one in the experiment of Uef. , the authors concluded

that /g ( /s - 1 GeV) > 180 MeV.

24ie formulae (35) and (38) give

/7 - 30 V MeV
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But a width of peak in the fhirj -mass distribution will be

considerably smaller. Describing the differential cro«a

/21/

aection of the procese (40) by the formulae ' '

^
 г

where j * {# tAf^)
 Z
 » Pf - mass of the resonance

we have got the distribution, shorn by solid curve in Pig, 2.

For /?fs) *be formula (35) w»s used with / ^ replaced

by /s~ and with 9
(
- taken from equations (38).

One can see, that the theoretical curve gives a good des-

cription of the experimental data even at zero value of back-

ground. If one attribute the lower part of distribution

c/cr //ftsj to background, as it was done in Ref. l^t (
dp
tted

curve in Pig. 2), then, for a width o? 0&J peak, he would

get the value /~L
V
 дт 65 МеУ. IThis width is very close to

54- i 7 Ш7 obtained for a width of S~ resonance from analysis

of process (40).

Zherefore,- the resonance о (980) can be identified

with the <5^. meson and consequently ^(580) can be

interpreted as a two-quark state.

We use the expression for X,
v
 corrected for finite width

/ft Of/ гкК

of resonance
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It should be noted that a good description of experimen-

tal data was achieved by us without reeortion to additional

assumption of type,- made by Tomqvist '
 3 /

, He proposed to

consider the values of the coupling constants defined by

U(3) symmetry relations aa their value on threshold of corres-

ponding channels and,in common, to consider

where 4? is a momentum of one of prodxicts of decay in the

rest frame of the resonance.

Adopting this point of view, we should get for the ratio

2 a bigger value than (3
(
i) and hence, a smaller width of the

theoretical distribution г/<т/У/>^
г
 in <5^-*^7Г decay.

But in the framework of our model we have not foundations

for such assumption, because the effective Lagrangian gives the

value of coupling constants exactly on mass shell»

Besides, as it was noticed in Refs. '
e
»

2 4
'

(
 the idea of

Tornqvist makes it worse a description of the decays of the

mesons of tensor nonet.

The strange scalar meson ^T*

The Table shows a mass region for the strange scalar

rceson. At R « 1.176 (i.e. £ • -0.105) ^e-. - 1233 MeV.

This value is not far from a value of mass of the strange

scalar resonance, observed in the experiments of Refs.

#?# » 1245 + 30 MeV, /"* * 485 + 80 MeV
• _ . . (44)

/tf* » 1240 + 22 MeV, ' » 477 ± 51 MeV / 1 4 /

/26/
PDG-79 ascribed to the strange scalar resonance /*7%

ss 1500 MeV and Г~ 250 MeV and PDG-84
 / 1 5 /

 gives the
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value П7 - 1350 MeV and Р ~ 250 ifeV.

The constants of coupling of the GT meson to
 /

TZ
r
, ^9

end /f ? are the following:

The width of decay of CT^ mesons to ^ ** ia

/fi"£% 1190 MeV

However, the distribution of the effective mase of /57"^ ./

system will be somewhat narrow due to influence of the /^r

and / O ' channels of decay. If we suppose that the production

of the strange scalar mesons occures on virtual 7? mesons.

that is, the peripheritial mechanisis of production is working,

then, the differential cross section of production of the fo"

system with mass Sn will be described by the formula

1 Д
^

 ( 4 W
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where /71 ̂ is the maea of C5£ meson, 4
г
- ^ (

ч
 is a

momentum transfered to nucleon), A
o
 is the upper bound,

on Z3 for peripheritial events and

where

W - is the coamon energy of K~ meson and initial proton in

their cm. system.

When the energy of 7} * system will become smaller

than the threshold energy of Aj? and nj? channels, the

resonance factor in. the formula (45) must be replaced in

accordance with the formulae (43). Fig. 3 shows the theoreti-

cal dietrlbution ^5"
/
• a-^#~ calculated in our model.

The theoretical curve is normalised on maximum value

ir obtained in the experiment '
1
*' for the case

£ < 0,1 GeV2.

Some excess of the left hand branch of the theoretical

curve above the experimental points may be connected with

the fact, that the formula (45) did not take into account a

coherent influence of the background on total amplitude.

When ^/fir i B decreased, this influence must lead to

more fast decreasing of the amplitude, because the total

amplitude like the amplitude (33) have to turn to «его in the
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limit A> , and ^
k)
 Mf? ~* О . Neglecting thie effect we

obtain / ~ 568 MeV that is not far from the experimental

value P**^ 477 + 51 MeV
 / U /

.

The isoainglet scalar meanna

_ _ _ _ _ ^

Unlike the properties of the C5" mesons with X * 1,1/2,

the properties of the iaoeinglet meaona defy exact analysis.

Even assuming that U(1) problem needa no resolution for the

scalar mesons, i.e. supposing ь = 0, we can not get clear

idea what properties would have the physical iaoacalar meaona,

The reason is that beside- the mixing among <5^ and 6^

due to violation of the U(3) symmetry, the m-iying with the

gluonium trkes place too. This last mixing can not be taken

into account in the framework of our model, because the

g-uonim is an external object relatively to nonet fields of

the model.

Neglecting the mixing with the gluonium, and introducing

new scalar states

& T
2
 cos

G"? / =r <TO cos

w e ' l l g e t i n our model

(47)

and

_

^ m /.#/#



the coupling constants of <5t aeaon to A n aa^L 77 +#

turn out to be

It ^ - 2t7* and f£ • -0.105 the conetant

±m by a few tinea more than the conetant J V ^ 7 " » *bet

do it iapoaaible to identify <3T meaon with the resonance

€ (1800-1400). for which

f€**)J '/J (48)

For identification of 6 (1300-1400) with a two-quark object,

it ia neceea&ry that the mixing of <3"e field with the gluo-

nitm, which must take place on 10056 level '27', would change

a aign of coupling conetant jTj? or /fA? to "phyaical" <У
а

meaon.

But at this point we enter the area of groundless specu-

la tiona, Лл attempt to relate the C5T/ meaon to the reaonance

A (980) would hare the ease character.

• • C o n c l u a i o n a

in employment of the theory with the effeotire chiral

Lagrangian describing the eyetem of 0
+
 and 0" fie]da, makes

it possible to do definite conclusions on nature at воле

scalar resonances.

Ihe propertied of the ieorector (5^. and strange <STp

scalar mesons, obtained йв a properties ot the two-quark states,

turn out to be very close to the propertie* of the isovector

scalar reaonance 8 (980) and strange resonance /«1240) /1%14/
(
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Though a true width of the decay <3£ -* j? 7" is about

300 MeV , the (3]cr meeon sires a narrow peak in the process

£~р -*> X. 0385) *#" г *> that the data
 / 1 9 /

 on the

resonance 5" (980) stay be well described by two-channel reso-

nance formulae with the parameters of Cfr -meson (Fig. 2).

From the other hand, a large true width of <3Jr meson ia

/22/

in accordance with the result obtained in Eef. / on study
of the process jy~p -+77/7 Ж'Л? . where the limit

/^ > 180 MeV had been established.

A mass of ОГ. meson came out to be close to the value

of strange scalar meson mass, observed in Refs/
 3
* *'. Fig. 3

showa the result of description of the experimental data ' *

in terms of the two-quark strange meson C5^ with 'tyy "

-12333 Me? and true width /
T
(
/
C%-*A'rJ - 1190 MeT.

Therefore, seven mesons from the nonet of sealer two-

-quark mesons may be identified with the physical states.

The situation with the iaosinglet scalar mesons is very un-

certain. Mixing these states with the glucmium, which is

an extra object in the model under consideration, makes it im-

possible to calculate exact characteristics of the physical

ieosinglet scalar mesons.

It should be noted at the end that the possibility to

interpret the resonances o~ (980) and ЛГ (1240) «s the two-

quark states exhibited in present paper has great importance

from point of view of selfeonsiatency of the mealc theory.

I am grateful to K.G.Boreskov, JL.B.Kaidalov, B.CKerbikov,

I.Tu.Kobsarev and LJB.Olcun for numerous disoussions and useful

remarks. I «u*o thank HJI.Aehasov for explanation of sons

questions related to four-quark scheme of the ecalar uesona.
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T a b l e

Reference* E (MeV)

/15/

/16/

/17/

1

1

1

•
225
-0.07

•169*0.022

17Я
+0.10б

•
1
'

B
_0.078

8 4 1
+228
-152

4
-250

M 1 1 + 1 9 7l l 7 1 2 2M 1 1 -122

-62

!226+3511 Z Z b
-2O9

+ (dlaerama with propagator

ln»t#*d of
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5.7 да л? t.o и кг

. 2

Ifp — len-p-at 4.2 6eV/c

200-

100 -

ав ю
V (GeV)

Tig. 3
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